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CHECK-OUT

FUNCTIONS ATTACHED:
CHECK-OUT
REOPENING BILLS ISSUED
REFUNDS/CREDITS
ENTERING CHARGES BY CODE
ENTERING CHARGES BY ROOM
PRINTING QUICK RECEIPTS
PRINTING PRO FORMA STATEMENTS
PAYMENTS FROM DEPARTMENTS (INTERNAL RECEIPTS)
LISTING INTERNAL CHARGES RECEIVED
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KEY FUNCTIONS AND MENU

Below are the commands and icons used in the Check-out window with explanations of their
functions.

UPPER MENU BAR

PRINT FORMAT

Allows you to change Format used to print bills.

PRINT BILL

Allows you to choose the type of bills to Print.

AGENCY/FIRM

Displays Client Index of agencies and firms.1

GUESTS

Displays Client Index of individual guests.2

DISCOUNTS

Allows input of any possible Discounts.

PACKAGES

Allows manual debiting of charges from a Package of services.

DEPOSITS

Displays window for entering Deposits.

CAUTIONS

Displays window for entering Caution (security) Deposits.
(Active only where installed with software)

PAY

Manages Electronic Money (optional)

EXIT

Closes window.

WINDOW

Selects and positions a Window on screen.

1
2

See Client Index, Agency/Firm, Agency/Firm Index
See Client Index, Guest, Guest Index
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UPPER TOOLBAR
SAVE

Each and every time information is entered, modified or canceled it
must be saved. Following any input, click the SAVE icon or press F10
to store newly entered data in the computer’s memory.

PRINT BILL

Print Bills for guests.

SEPARATION
CHARGES

Allows you to divide a room bill among the number of guests3
occupying the room. Within the Check-out window, this can also be
done by clicking Split which will allow you to divide the hotel plan
among the number of guests.

TRANSFER
CHARGES

Allows charges to be transferred from one room to another, or from
one account to another of the same room using the Drag and Drop4

FREE ROOM

Allows you to designate a room available without issuing guest bill5.

PAST ACCOUNTS Opens a Past Account directly from check-out window.

NEW CHARGES

Opens the window for entering charges to guest accounts6.

SEARCH

Allows you to locate guest accounts.

CHECK-OUT
GROUP

Allows check-out of an entire group an examine all charges related to
the party members..

3

See Booking section
Idem
5
Ibiden
6
Ibiden

4
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CLEAR

This icon clears all information entered in window. Any data that has
not been saved will be lost.

HELP

EXIT

Exits the displayed window.

CHECK-OUT WINDOW
The Check-out window has several smaller windows that contain all the information of a guest’s
bill.
Summary of key information from the
guest’s folder

Itemizes which
party is
responsible for
what charges
on a guest bill

Summary of key
information relating
to guest account
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Using this window together with the upper toolbar, the Check-out program can be used not only for
closing accounts but also for account management (i.e. adding or splitting charges).

SEARCH AND SELECT AN ACCOUNT

1. From the opening screen, click the Check-out Menu and inside, select the function Check-out.
2. Use the fields shown below to define the guest or group account you wish to close.

Click this arrow to designate in which
structure the guest is staying

Click this arrow to select a group and close any
accounts connected with the group file

3. Define whether the guest arrived today (on the same day in which you are closing the account), is
staying additional nights, or is leaving today but has not yet departed.

Using this bar, select the status of the guest’s stay.
Use Arrivals when everyone arrived the same day.
In house indicates all are still in the hotel.
Departing means that all the guests will be
departing today.

4. Scroll the list of account holders, for the name on the file you wish to close ......

Up and down arrows allow you to
scroll through the list of account
holders quickly or one by one to
find the desired name.
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......or click Search

to locate a file using the following method:

Execute (to search database)

Cancel (to end search
and return to previous
screen)

Position cursor over the field in which you’d like to search7 (If you do not enter data into one
of the fields, the system will search all bookings) and click Execute (or press F8) to search
the database. To end search and return to the previous screen click Cancel or (or press
CTRL+q).
5. Depending on the billing conditions specified during booking8 (or modified during the stay), the
window can display one or more accounts.
The amount on the folder tab
indicates the account
selected

One account........

Click the tab to display
folder contents

........or more accounts

6. Click the folder tab to display the account you wish to see.
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To make a search, indicate one or more letters followed by the % (percent) sign. For example, in the Guest Name field,
typing ALPI% will show ALPITOUR, ALPIEAGLES, and even ALPINESTARS
8
See Booking, Conditions folder
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ENTERING CHARGES IN AN ACCOUNT
ENTERING SINGLE CHARGES
1. Locate the account in which charges are to be added using the procedure described in Search and
Select Account (page 7, steps 1-4).
2. Clicking New Charges

opens another window with this sequence of icons:
Click to completely cancel the
selected charge code. This icon
does not function if code selected is
listed as part of a package.

Click to enter and/or correct a charge code
numbers listed as a package. (i.e. all the
charge codes relative to hotel plans)

Click for partial cancellation of a selected
charge code. This icon does not function if
code selected is listed as part of a package.

ATTENTION: The fields that must be completed to be able to enter charges are:
Charge Code
Total

Press F9 to select among code options

You can enter a reference date different from
today’s date that will appear on the guest
account. The default date of the charge is
always the current date when entered

If the optional system software is available, you may include a
description of the charge entered and the system will substitute
this description (when the bill is printed). For purposes of break
down and statistics, these descriptions will not supercede charge
codes entered in the preceding fields.

Description of the
charge entered that
will appear on the bill

The system allows
you to define the
number of covers
that make up the
total charge
entered. For more
important charges,
including a number
here can be
obligatory

3. After entering all necessary information, click
to complete the operation or click
clear the window fields and begin again from the top.
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N.B.
If billing conditions are defined during booking9 or modified during the stay, charges
generated from these agreements will be entered automatically in the appropriate account.

9

See Booking, Conditions folder
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ATTENTION: In cases where you must manually enter one item from a charge
package, (i.e. meeting package) that may occasionally be requested separately from those
which were originally defined, you must follow a procedure different from that just explained.
ENTERING SINGLE CHARGES THAT ARE PART OF A PACKAGE
1. Locate the account in which charges are to be added using the procedure described in Search
and Select Account (page 7, steps 1-4).
2. Click Package on the upper menu bar.
3. Enter the prearranged package code and specify the single item of this charge package which
you are debiting.

This field displays the charge code that will
appear on the guest’s bill. The amount that
appears in the total field indicates the
overall charge that will be debited to the
guest’s bill.

The lower part of the window displays all charge codes included in the package
indicated in the uppermost field of the window. The various individual charges
that make up the package can have different reference dates. However,
remember that in each case the date of entering the charges is ALWAYS the
system (today’s) date

The figure on the left shows an
account which was charged Lit.
5.000.000 for a meeting package.
This package amount is broken
down to display the items and
respective amounts which make
up the package.

to complete the operation or click
4. After entering all necessary information, click
clear the window fields and begin again from the top.

to
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CORRECTING CHARGES IN AN ACCOUNT
1. Locate the account in which charges are to be corrected using the procedure described in Search
and Select Account (page 7, steps 1-4).
2. Click New Charges

.

In the Enter Charges window click Search
3. Highlighting a charge and clicking Correct
you wish to effect.

followed by Execute

.

will add an additional line beneath the charge

The system automatically generates an additional line.
This contains the same date and charge information
that is to be altered but missing is the amount that will
be corrected in this operation

5. Enter the amount you wish to correct, written with a minus sign when you are decreasing the
charge (no sign when you are increasing the charge). In the example above entering (-20.000) would
cancel one-half of the bar charge.
6. After entering all necessary information, click
click

(or press F10) to complete the operation or

to clear the window fields and begin again from step 3.

7. If you intend to totally cancel a selected charge, click

This automatically duplicates the line you have highlighted but the full charge amount on the lower
line is preceded by a minus sign, “- ”. Whenever you make a total cancellation, a dialog box opens
automatically in which you must enter the reason for effecting the change. (The message entered in
this field becomes a part of the guest’s list of charges.)
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Enter the reason you are making the total cancellation, then click Confirm to store the
information along with your operator code. Below is an entry for a complete cancellation:

ATTENTION: Both the original charge and the cancellation operation remain part of
the guest’s record and are displayed in the Check-out window. The guest’s printed bill
however, will show only the net amount charge/refund as calculated by the system.
8. After entering all necessary information, click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.
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ENTERING PACKAGE CHARGES
To insert or alter a charge code of a package:
1. Open the Enter Packages window and click New Charges
2. Click Scroll

..

to open the Entering Packages window (below).

To enter a charge:
In the Package field, enter the specific charge code
Enter the cost of the package in the Amount field
Enter the number of persons in the Pax field
The lower Breakdown window now displays package details giving by individual
item prices (as defined by Back Office). In the example below, a bed and breakfast
package is broken down into its lodging and dining components.
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Click
(or press F10) to complete the operation, or you may alter any individual prices
displayed in the package breakdown, after which you must also save the data.

To correct a charge:
Use the keyboard arrow keys ( or ) to scan through the Package field and find the charge
code you wish to cancel. (The arrow keys are much quicker than using the search function.)
Highlight the charge code you wish to correct and click
The system automatically duplicates the line selected. Enter the amount you wish to correct,
written with a minus sign when you are decreasing the charge (no sign when you are
increasing the charge). The number of covers can only be equal to 0 (zero).
The lower Breakdown window now displays detailed prices of the individual items (as
defined by Back Office).

To totally cancel a charge:
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Use the keyboard arrow keys ( or ) to scan through the Package field and find the charge
code you wish to cancel. (The arrow keys are much quicker than using the search function.)

Highlight the desired charge code and click

to open this dialog box:

Enter the reason for canceling this charge and when you click Confirm the information will
be saved along with your operator code. The procedure will automatically cancel the
individual package items as in the following example:

Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.

The procedure automatically duplicates the line selected entering the minus sign along with the
total price, relative to the fields Total and Pax.
The lower Breakdown window now displays details of individual item prices (as
defined by Back Office).
ATTENTION: Both the original charge and the cancellation operation remain part of
the guest’s record and are displayed in the Check-out window. The guest’s printed bill
however, will show only the net amount charge/refund as calculated by the system.

ATTENTION: The handling of package charges discussed in this section differs from
the procedure described on page 10 (managing package charges for a meeting package). The
operation just illustrated involves charge codes where packages are well-defined within Back
Office (i.e. codes for hotel plans: BB, HB, FB including hotel plus meals). Package charges
described earlier involved variable composition packages, contracted on an individual basis
with the hotel, and breakdown of items can be entered directly by the operator at the time the
charge is made, and are ALWAYS entered manually.
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TRANSFERRING CHARGES

The system allows you to transfer charges from one room’s account to the account of another room
or to transfer charges among diverse accounts belonging to the same room.
Transferring charges from room to room:
1. Locate the account from which you wish to transfer a charge using the procedure described in
Search and Select Account (page 7, steps 1-4).
2. Click Transfer Charges

.

This flag indicates that the charges will be
transferred and distributed based on the
billing conditions imposed on the room
receiving the charges

SENDING ACCOUNT
from which
charges are being transferred.

This flag indicates that the total of
all charges will be transferred.

RECEIVING ACCOUNT
to which
charges are being transferred.
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The right side of the window must display the Receiving Account, the account in which you wish
to transfer the charges. Click Search

.

Multiple folders followed by arrow buttons
indicate there is more than one account
associated with the room from which you are
transferring charges. Using the arrows to scroll
and select the desired folder and charges.

A single folder here indicates that there is only
one account attached to the room into which you
are transferring charges.

4. From the Sending Account, the room account on the left, select and highlight the charges to be
transferred.

5. Click the word Transfer or use Drag and Drop

Click Transfer to move the highlighted
charge from the Sending Account (left) to
the Receiving Account (right).
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To Drag and Drop click and
hold down the arrow while
you drag to the right side

If you do not want to transfer the total amount of a selected charge, clear the flag from the
Transfer Total Amount check-box. When you initiate transfer of a highlighted charge, the
system displays the following Transfer Partial Charge dialog box in which you can enter the
specific amount you are transferring.

70.000

Here, the system will
only transfer a part of
the total charge.

7. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.

Transferring charges among diverse accounts belonging to the same room
This procedure can only be used when a room has more than one account. If there is only a single
account, you can create a second as described in the Booking chapter, Conditions10 section OR by
clicking Duplicate Account

within the Check-out window.

1. Locate the account from which you wish to transfer a charge using the procedure described in
Search and Select Account (page 7, steps 1-4).
10

See Booking, Conditions
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2. Click Transfer Charges

.

3. To display on the right side window the Receiving Account of the same room in which you wish
to make the transfer click Search

.
To transfer a charge between two accounts of the same
room you must first dis-activate the Automatic
Account Selection function by deleting this flag

Select the
account in
which you
wish to
transfer the
charges.

4. De-activate the Automatic Account Selection function by deleting the flag from the appropriate
check-box.
5. In the window on the right, select the Receiving Account into which charges will be transferred.
6. From the Sending Account on the left, highlight which charge you wish to transfer.
7. Click Transfer …

Clicking Transfer moves the highlighted
charge from the Sending Account (left) to
the Receiving Account (right).
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….. or use Drag and Drop.

To Drag and Drop
click and hold down
the arrow while you
drag to the right side

If you do not intend to transfer the total amount of a selected charge, clear the flag from
the Transfer Total Amount check-box. When you initiate transfer of a highlighted charge, the
system displays the following Transfer Partial Charge dialog box in which you can enter the
specific amount you wish to transfer.

70.000

Here, the system will
only transfer a part of
the total charge.

8. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.
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CHANGING PARAMETERS OF PRINTING A BILL
The system allows you to modify or personalize guest bills as necessary. Not only can you create
different accounts and transfer charges as explained in the preceding section, but you can modify the
name of an account holder and control other parameters that effect print out.
Changing the name of an account holder
If the account holder is not the same person who made the booking use the following procedure.
1. Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (page 7,
steps 1-4).
2. Verify that the Client Index contains the new holder’s name in either the Guest Index or the
Agency/Firm Index. Select the appropriate index (Guest or Agency/Firm) in the upper menu bar
and follow the procedure in the sections Search and Modify Guest Index or Search and Modify
Agency/Firm Index. If the guest’s (or firm’s) name is not found, create a new entry following
the information given in the above mentioned sections.
3. Click the arrow in the Holder field and select the category to describe the new holder.

Changes made in this way will not appear in the Transaction Summary of the agency
involved. The Transaction Summary of the agency originally designated when the booking
was made will continue to show this guest booking. The billing responsibility will be assumed
by the newly designated holder initiated in this procedure.
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SUGGESTION: To include these changes in the appropriate Transaction Summary before
issuing the bill, fill in any index data that was not already entered during booking. This can be done
directly from within the Check-out window.
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4. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.

Modify guest stay information as reported in their accounts
In cases where you wish to modify a bill printout (i.e. in a note at the base of the bill) or personalize
the number of occupants, the account holder, the commettente etc. Use the following procedure.
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ATTENTION: The modifications described below only effect printing of the bill
and do not in any way change account information is registered in the system database.
1. Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (7,
steps 1-4).
.

2. Click Note
Enter text you
wish to appear
on the fiscal
document
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This field displays
automatically any
notes entered in the
Guest field of the
Booking window.

3. In the Account Note box, enter any information you wish to appear on fiscal documents.
N.B. To exit Note, click the mouse anywhere on the screen outside the Note dialog box.
4. Click Mod.

to further modify the parameters of the bill printout.

Enter data to be
substituted on the
printed fiscal
document.

Use Clear
to cancel
errors.

ATTENTION: Any information entered here is used only when printing the bill and
does not effect the database (which preserves information entered during booking). This
means that it will not be possible in the future to use any parameters entered in this dialog
box to search for the account.

5. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.
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MODIFYING FORMAT FOR PRINTING A BILL
Use the Print Format and Print Bill commands on the upper menu bar to further modify or
personalize guest bills.
1. Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (page 7,
steps 1-4).
2. Click Print Bill on the upper menu bar and click on the type of printout you wish to make.
Creates a pro forma account printout
without initiating check-out
Allows you to issue/print bills
without initiating check-out.

Issues a bill when
guest is checking out

Allows you to issue all the
guest’s accounts for check-out.

ATTENTION: The system default is set for STANDARD PRINTOUT. However,
once you leave the STANDARD PRINTOUT mode to print a pro forma, weekly etc. you must
re-select STANDARD to again print an official account bill.
3. Click Print Format on the upper menu bar and click on the printout format you wish to make.
Creates a printout with
a single statement of
account status: “Guest
stay from … to…”

Option not available

Prints a bill with charges
itemized by day.
Prints a bill with charges
grouped by market codes

Prints a bill that includes
each individual charge code.

Prints a bill giving totals
for each charge code.

Special print format attached
to the management of a master
account (see below)

Advanced Operations
PRINTING OUT GROUPED RECEIPTS FOR PARTY MEMBERS: This type of
printout is linked to a master account associated with a group/event where guests
are departing on different days. In this situation, the master account must contain
24

details of any receipts issued to party member. This management operation is
activated only during software installation by GP Dati personnel.

ATTENTION: The system default is set for STANDARD PRINTOUT. However, once you
leave the STANDARD PRINTOUT mode to print a pro forma, weekly etc. you must re-select
STANDARD to again print an official account bill.

4. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.
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MODIFYING TYPE OF FISCAL DOCUMENT AND PAYMENT

During check-out, you can indicate the type of fiscal document and the type of payment you wish to
create if these were not designated during booking or check-in.
1. Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (page 7,
steps 1-4).
2. Default settings for type of fiscal document and type of payment are defined during software
installation but you can change these can be modified when processing guest bills. To change
fiscal document type, enter the appropriate abbreviation in the Inv/Re field. Alternatively,
position the cursor over this field and press F9 to display the options available.
3. To change payment type, enter the appropriate abbreviation in the Payment field. Alternatively,
position the cursor over this field and press F9 to display the options available.
N.B. The system default expects to receive one single type of payment.

Should the guest wish to divide payment between different payment types, simply enter details of
type and amount in the appropriate fields.

4. Click

(or press F10) to complete the operation.
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MANAGING DEPOSITS

Within the Check-out window, any deposits are displayed in black if their value is less than the
account total, and in red, if the deposit amount is greater than the account total.

Amount on deposit is less than
account total
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If the amount on deposit is greater than the account total, when you begin to process the final bill
the system will propose the following choices:

The system default is to make no movement transaction
with the excess – to allow the difference to remain within
on client account. It can later be applied to a future
booking.

When issuing a weekly bill, the system will propose the following choices:

The default selection is to re-attach the difference to the
booking itself. You can however choose to issue the bill
and not re-attach the balance to the booking, in which
case it will remain within the archive and can be used for
future bookings

N.B. During check-out, when issuing a bill with an attached deposit, the system automatically opens
the Entering Deposits 11 window and inserts a new line containing the transaction code 2 for the
amount equal to the total deposit.
11

See Deposits.
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ATTENTION: If a deposit does not appear in the check-out window, verify that
it was correctly entered and attached to the account.12 Open the following window by
clicking:

In this window it is possible to
modify the account number to
which the deposit was attached or
to cancel a deposit and re-enter it
as a new deposit

12

See Deposits, Attaching a deposit to a file.
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DISCOUNTS

During Check-out, the system allows you to apply discounts based upon market codes definitions
created during software installation.
1. Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (page 7,
steps 1-4).
2. Click Discounts on the upper menu bar.
3. In the % field, enter a number to indicate the percentage discount to apply.

Account totals are
not separated as
individual charge
codes but grouped
according to their
market codes

gg

4. Save the operation by clicking

.

The type of percentage discount illustrated in the preceding section follows the same
method used when entering discounts in the booking window’s discount field:

However, pre-arranged discounts cannot be applied during check-out. These must
always be entered at the time of booking using the appropriate field:
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CHECK-OUT AND CHECK-OUT ROOM

Locate the desired account using the procedure described in Search and Select Account (page 7,
steps 1-4) and make any necessary modifications.
Click Print Account

to initiate check-out and to issue the necessary fiscal document.

If a room is part of a group, the quickest way to effect a check-out is by clicking Check-out Group
. You can close one after the other account in which there are no current charges.
If an individual is vacating a room but remaining in the hotel, you can free the room while leaving
the account open. Click Room Available

and the following window will appear.

+'+u+'u+'+¡+¡+¢2'£>+¡+£s'

The room field
is colored blue

¡+¡+¢2¤''+'+¡+¡+¢2'£>+¡+£s'

The room field is
colored yellow
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Operations Suggestion:
If a room was erroneously made available or if after checking out a guest decides
to remain in the hotel, it is possible to restore the original check-in and the renew
the stay by again clicking Room Available

.

If in the mean time however, the room was re-issued to a new arrival, the following
message will appear
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REOPENING BILLS ISSUED

Th procedure allows you to manage the following functions:
1. BILLS ISSUED THAT DAY:
Re-issue without any modifications
Re-issue with the following modifications:
Correct/Cancel charges
Change account holder
Transform a receipt into an invoice
Modify the type of payment

When re-issuing a bill, it is also possible to re-print the bill. The new printout
will have the SAME number as the originally issued bill. The re-issued bill
therefore will come only the same day and the operator has all the copies of
the first bill issued (that will have to be cancelled manually).There is no limit
to the number of time you can re-print the bill.

2. BILLS ISSUED ON PRECEDING DAYS:
Opening bills issued on preceding days is a VIEW ONLY function. Once an account has been
closed and the date advances to the following day, the system will not allow you to alter the
account
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CORRECTING ISSUED BILLS

The procedure is used to correct (and process refunds for) bills that have already been issued and
paid for with either cash or credit cards.
Locate a document where correction is necessary, by using one or more of the following search
parameters:
Billing Date
Type of Document
Number of Document
Holder
Guest

Clicking OK will open the following window:
From this point, follow the procedure given in the section Payments Pending, Managing Correction
Issued Bills.
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ENTERING CHARGES BY CODE

Entering charges by code allows you to quickly allocate specific charges to individual rooms
without opening each room file. (i.e. distributing a day’s bar charges in a single operation for all
rooms in the hotel).
STRATEGIC OPERATION:
Before passing from one charge code (i.e. from bar to restaurant) to another you must
SAVE. This will store amounts entered in each room based on the code indicated in the
charge code field
Today’s arrivals are indicated by the date displayed in yellow. (This makes it easier to
avoid confusing charges of the preceding occupant with the day’s newly arrived guest)

ENTERING CHARGES BY ROOM

This procedure allows you
to enter different charges
in a single guest file
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INTERNAL RECEIPTS

This allows you to send an equivalent
receipt from another department to
Front Office through relevant interface
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